
From: FWP General
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: FW: Montana’s wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:07:43 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: paul perrin <pwp42@hotmail.co.uk>
Sent: Friday, July 30, 2021 7:43 PM
To: FWP General <fwpgen@mt.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Montana’s wolves

Hello,

This email is to support an American petition to stop hunters massacring Montana’s Grey Wolf population.
If a society is supposed to be civilised then it needs to act in a civilised mannner to all and not the few, as this is
either racist, classist or speciesist.
Please reconsider any decision to hunt these beautiful creatures. You’re so lucky to have the wonderful natural
countryside you have in the ‘ States, please look after and respect it.

Your#,

Paul Perrin..   London, UK.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:fwpgen@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Pieske, Shawna on behalf of FWP Commission
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Please read this article
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 8:29:39 AM

 
 

From: FWP General <fwpgen@mt.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:39 AM
To: FWP Commission <FWComm@mt.gov>
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Please read this article
 
 
 

From: Christine Dickinson <quietpaths@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 6:59 AM
To: FWP General <fwpgen@mt.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please read this article
 
Montana says stop killing our wolves.
 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/08/03/wolves-idaho-montana-cruelty-
conservation/ [washingtonpost.com] 
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mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov
mailto:quietpaths@gmail.com
mailto:fwpgen@mt.gov
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From: Vicka Lanier
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 9:41:19 AM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

Vicka Lanier 
vickalanier13@gmail.com 
Vicka Lanier 
Polson, Montana 59860

mailto:vickalanier13@gmail.com
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Elizabeth Vande Streek
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 10:39:48 PM

Aug 5, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Vande Streek
603 Tomies Oakwood Pl
Lincoln, CA 95648-7605
evandest86@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:evandest86@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jan Siemucha
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 11:36:40 AM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jan Siemucha
610 Pine St
Hecla, SD 57446-8055
siemuchaj@nvc.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:siemuchaj@nvc.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Hope Smith
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:36:42 AM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Hope Smith
340 Heritage Isles Way
Bradenton, FL 34212-9364
his158@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:his158@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Galicia Outes
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:07:59 AM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Galicia Outes
1 Union Center Rd # 2
Kingston, NY 12401-8749
galicia.o@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:galicia.o@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lauren Abrahamson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 10:35:39 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lauren Abrahamson
4042 SE 63rd Ave
Portland, OR 97206-3763
laurena85@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:laurena85@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Marcelo Vazquez
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 6:35:07 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Marcelo Vazquez
230 North Oates Street
Alabama, AL 36302
fer_magma@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:fer_magma@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Christine Powell
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 4:34:56 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Christine Powell
23701 Eli Ln
Gaithersburg, MD 20882-3002
krisztin@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:krisztin@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Glenn Mullins
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 4:04:49 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Glenn Mullins
7650 Puerto Rico Dr
Buena Park, CA 90620-1269
nascar8160@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:nascar8160@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Dennis Underwood
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 12:49:37 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Dennis Underwood
1809 E 31st St
Tacoma, WA 98404-4914
dennisunderwood2000@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:dennisunderwood2000@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Edward LeBlanc
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 12:19:34 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Edward LeBlanc
531A Dolores St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501-1815
el2@twenty15.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:el2@twenty15.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Patricia Bocanegra
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 11:49:30 AM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bocanegra
216 County Road 6814
Natalia, TX 78059-2517
trishasatx@icloud.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:trishasatx@icloud.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Judith Hazelton
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 5:39:21 PM

Aug 5, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Judith Hazelton
1617 US Route 7 S
Bennington, VT 05201-9384
pheralicious@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:pheralicious@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of DeeDee Southerland
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 10:49:44 AM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

DeeDee Southerland
212 Bridge St
San Gabriel, CA 91775-2722
wabisabi05@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:wabisabi05@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of C. Terwilliger
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 7:25:13 AM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

C. Terwilliger
2929 Old Franklin Rd
Antioch, TN 37013-3198
cat92024@att.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cat92024@att.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lauren Schiffman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 2:18:30 AM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lauren Schiffman
PO Box 1331
El Cerrito, CA 94530-1331
crackmagazine@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:crackmagazine@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Doreen Bellmore
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 11:54:26 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Doreen Bellmore
4051 Winnipeg Way
Lexington, KY 40515-4631
sun22andfun@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:sun22andfun@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Patricia Sweet
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 11:18:17 PM

Aug 3, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Patricia Sweet
1946 48th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116-1049
pksweet@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:pksweet@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Stacey Ayala
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:47:49 PM

Aug 2, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Stacey Ayala
607 Dartmouth Ave
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077-3523
thunderwolfgalaxy@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:thunderwolfgalaxy@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jo Anna Hebberger
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:24:00 PM

Aug 2, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

As a citizen and an Ecologist, I'm writing to express my opposition to
sweeping new laws that create the potential to expand the slaughter of
wolves in Montana through cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to
urge the Commission to exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jo Anna Hebberger
2111 Dayton Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104-5734
jhebberger@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jhebberger@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of hwanhee kim
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 5:23:53 PM

Aug 2, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

hwanhee kim
603 De Nova St
La Canada, CA 91011-2626
swannibunni@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:swannibunni@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Murawski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 1:24:00 PM

Aug 2, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Murawski
17929 W Spring Lake Dr SE
Renton, WA 98058-0610
kitten98055@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kitten98055@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Janet Snowden
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 11:47:32 AM

Aug 2, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Janet Snowden
223 N Guadalupe St # 120
Santa Fe, NM 87501-1868
snowflower@cybermesa.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:snowflower@cybermesa.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Murawski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 3:09:09 PM

Aug 5, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Murawski
17929 W Spring Lake Dr SE
Renton, WA 98058-0610
kitten98055@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kitten98055@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Linda DiDomenico
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:22:15 AM

Aug 2, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Linda DiDomenico
355 W Mesquite Blvd
# D30-177
Mesquite, NV 89027-5196
akkmomx3@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:akkmomx3@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Ruth Sabiers
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 1:15:55 AM

Aug 2, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Ruth Sabiers
PO Box 29537
Santa Fe, NM 87592-9537
humanitech@earthlink.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:humanitech@earthlink.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Fran Field
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 10:43:49 PM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Fran Field
314 N Water St
Sparta, WI 54656-1741
frann7@msn.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:frann7@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Sarah Lindsey
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 7:13:18 PM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lindsey
1812 The Plaza
Charlotte, NC 28205-3073
swlindsey@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:swlindsey@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Mary Morell
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 6:43:23 PM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Mary Morell
6 Haws Ln
Flourtown, PA 19031-2037
2mamorell@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:2mamorell@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jeanette Copeland
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 2:42:52 PM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares and traps on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Copeland
1832 Montana St
Missoula, MT 59801-1404
jeanette@bigsky.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jeanette@bigsky.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of L.L. Wilkinson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 2:42:50 PM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

L.L. Wilkinson
PO Box 1406
Taos, NM 87571-1406
taosk9five@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:taosk9five@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Yael Shimshon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 1:12:41 PM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Yael Shimshon
Vardinon
Jerusalem, None 93744
yaels211@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:yaels211@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kim LaPere
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 10:42:35 AM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kim LaPere
609 S Western Ave
Cheboygan, MI 49721-1842
bumpycake1966@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:bumpycake1966@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Robyn Reichert
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 10:12:28 AM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Robyn Reichert
6916 Stoney Creek Cir
Lake Worth, FL 33467-7211
scooteacha@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:scooteacha@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Patricia Bara
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 11:38:00 PM

Aug 5, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bara
1608 Lonsdale Ave Apt 208
Naperville, IL 60540-5149
patricia_bara@sbcglobal.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:patricia_bara@sbcglobal.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lauren A.
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 1:11:40 AM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lauren A.
251 W 15th St
New York, NY 10011-6432
laurass7@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:laurass7@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Mark Harris
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, August 1, 2021 12:41:44 AM

Aug 1, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Mark Harris
3855 Blair Mill Rd
Horsham, PA 19044-2998
m586264@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:m586264@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of wendy niemeyer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 9:41:36 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

wendy niemeyer
1156 Lorraine Ave
Waterloo, IA 50702-4047
wendiniemeyer@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:wendiniemeyer@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Leigh Castellon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 9:11:16 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Leigh Castellon
6130 Sacramento Ave
Richmond, CA 94804-5732
leighcastellon@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:leighcastellon@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Margaret Sandusky
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 8:41:11 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Margaret Sandusky
9090 Tanglewood Trl
Bullock, NC 27507-9601
valjade123@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:valjade123@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of saadia ali
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 5:41:08 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

saadia ali
10813 NW 30th St
# 115a
Doral, FL 33172-5068
aliaug282005@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:aliaug282005@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tammy Weatherly
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 3:10:52 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tammy Weatherly
975 Wilson Sharpsville Rd
Cortland, OH 44410-9561
tlw398@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:tlw398@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of emme g
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 1:40:36 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

emme g
2a
ch, CA 902101234
lumijulitink@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lumijulitink@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Nancy"s Gutierrez
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 1:10:45 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Nancy's Gutierrez
45825 Abronia Trl
Palm Desert, CA 92260-4910
lilgutz11@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lilgutz11@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Matt Emmer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 1:10:34 PM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

As someone who has visited and spent money in Montana to enjoy the
nature and wildlife there, I'm writing to express my opposition to
sweeping new laws that create the potential to expand the slaughter of
wolves in Montana through cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to
urge the Commission to exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state. I know that I
will examine Montana's treatment of wildlife before considering another
visit there, and right now, that treatment is substandard and cruel.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Matt Emmer
9210 NW 9th Pl
Plantation, FL 33324-1146
mdez23@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:mdez23@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Rebecca Holzer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 8:37:42 PM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Holzer
1019 Elmcroft Blvd
Rockville, MD 20850-6015
remholzer@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:remholzer@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Keith Tse
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 10:10:15 AM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Keith Tse
76 Chambers St
New York, NY 10007-1826
keith.tse@balliol.oxford.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:keith.tse@balliol.oxford.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Keith Tse
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 8:11:19 AM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Keith Tse
76 Chambers St
New York, NY 10007-1826
keith.tse@balliol.oxford.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:keith.tse@balliol.oxford.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Mark Harris
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021 12:09:22 AM

Jul 31, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Mark Harris
3855 Blair Mill Rd
Horsham, PA 19044-2998
m586264@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:m586264@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Shannon Leitner
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 10:09:17 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Shannon Leitner
613 Garfield Ave
Apt A
Edwardsville, IL 62025-2120
shanny_baby1@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:shanny_baby1@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Bruce Fish
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 8:09:08 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Bruce Fish
904 White Horse Pike Apt 5
Oaklyn, NJ 08107-1250
oakyn8@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:oakyn8@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Richard Stern
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 7:39:10 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Richard Stern
11 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10023-2504
rsisyh@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:rsisyh@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Erin7 Yarrobino
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 7:08:52 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Erin7 Yarrobino
8423 109th Ave
Ozone Park, NY 11417-1410
bggr34@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:bggr34@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Hynda Rome
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 6:39:28 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Hynda Rome
3840 Yesteroaks Dr
Pensacola, FL 32504-4321
hrome@cox.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:hrome@cox.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Debra Bolog
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 6:39:05 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Debra Bolog
9312 Chesley Rd
Potomac, MD 20854-2819
debrabolog@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:debrabolog@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Sara Gemind
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 6:09:08 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Sara Gemind
668 Steinman Dr
Lancaster, PA 17603-2384
saragemind@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:saragemind@yahoo.com
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From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Laura Collette
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 7:07:32 PM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Laura Collette
1930 Lismore Ct
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168-4311
lauracollette@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
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From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Ashley Hunsberger
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 6:09:07 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Ashley Hunsberger
2532 Skyview Ave
Feasterville Trevose, PA 19053-1918
ashleyhuns@verizon.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:ashleyhuns@verizon.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Zora Hocking
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 5:38:56 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Zora Hocking
2308 Donna Maria Ct
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-5715
zhocking@msn.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:zhocking@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Gary Stickel
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 4:38:53 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Gary Stickel
2266 Gulf To Bay Blvd
Clearwater, FL 33765-4055
pythoslok@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:pythoslok@yahoo.com
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From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Debra Arrington
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 4:38:48 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Debra Arrington
663 Shady Grove Rd
Manchester, TN 37355-6674
darrington1955@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:darrington1955@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lavonne Engelman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 4:09:20 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lavonne Engelman
12 California Creek Rd
Mars Hill, NC 28754-9400
manekicrazy@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:manekicrazy@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Murawski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 3:08:50 PM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Murawski
17929 W Spring Lake Dr SE
Renton, WA 98058-0610
kitten98055@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kitten98055@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kirsten Stone
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 10:10:52 AM

Jul 30, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Stone
11812 Oak Haven Ave
Baton Rouge, LA 70810-3101
kirstenprufer@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kirstenprufer@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Edward LeBlanc
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 6:07:29 PM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Edward LeBlanc
531A Dolores St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501-1815
el2@twenty15.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:el2@twenty15.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Murawski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 5:07:15 PM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Murawski
17929 W Spring Lake Dr SE
Renton, WA 98058-0610
kitten98055@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kitten98055@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of josie Lopez
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:36:48 PM

Aug 4, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

State legislatures in Montana and Idaho passed--and Governors Little
(R-ID) and Gianforte (R-MT) signed into lawa sweeping and widely
opposed series of laws that could kill as many as 90 percent of the
states' wolves.

Idaho's newly-enacted law authorizes year-round wolf trapping on
private lands, including during the season when nursing pups and
females are most vulnerable. It permits the killing of wolves by night
hunting with night-vision equipment, aerial gunning, as well as hunting
from snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles and other brutal methods. It
also allows an individual to purchase unlimited wolf tags and to use
those tags for hunting, trapping, and snaring in any unit where the
season is open.

In Montana, multiple anti-wolf laws passed this year will allow
trappers to use cruel and indiscriminate neck snares to kill multiple
wolves during the state's trapping season and even created a bounty to
pay those killing wolves in the state.

This is the emergency that the authors of the Endangered Species Act
envisioned when they included language making emergency relisting
possible.

Since losing Endangered Species Act protections a decade ago, thousands
of wolves have been killed by hunters and trappers in the states of
Idaho and Montana.

The Trump Administration's broad, unscientific delisting of gray wolves
from the Endangered Species Act was a last- minute outrage
demonstrating his personal distain for our natural world, wildlife, and
wilderness.

Gray wolves in this country have only begun to recover, occupying just
10 percent of their historic range and less than 30 percent of their
remaining suitable habitat. The job of recovering them is simply
incomplete.

The successful recovery of gray wolves in the Northern Rockies was only
possible because of the strong protections of the Endangered Species
Act. The Trump Administration's delisting rule jeopardizes any
future--and existing--recovery by allowing states to manage gray wolves
as game species.

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jalop48@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


This has already led to violent death for many wolves. In a
hastily-organized and unscientific wolf hunting and trapping season in
Wisconsin this February, more than 200 gray wolves were slaughtered in
less than one week--82 percent more wolves were killed than allowed by
the hunting quota.

The unsustainable management of gray wolves by the states clearly
demonstrates that gray wolves must retain Endangered Species Act
protections until they have fully recovered.

.I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

josie Lopez
508 Candado Pl
El Paso, TX 79912-2701
jalop48@msn.com



From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of G. G. Johnson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 12:09:54 AM

Aug 6, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

G. G. Johnson
1334 R St NW
Washington, DC 20009-4323
ggjohnson@comcast.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:ggjohnson@comcast.net
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From: kimberlyguidone@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Guidone
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:40:28 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kimberly Guidone
Chester, NJ 07930
kimberlyguidone@gmail.com

mailto:kimberlyguidone@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kimberlyguidone@gmail.com
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From: leinomarja6@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marja Leino
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 11:18:22 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Marja Leino
NY 00500
leinomarja6@gmail.com

mailto:leinomarja6@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:leinomarja6@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: melissa_ua27@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa Urbina
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 11:18:19 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Melissa Urbina
AR 62790
melissa_ua27@hotmail.com

mailto:melissa_ua27@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:melissa_ua27@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cjn456@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cameron Neath
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 9:17:00 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cameron Neath
Chicago, IL 60626
cjn456@gmail.com

mailto:cjn456@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cjn456@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: chshelties@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Bradley
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 9:16:32 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Bradley
Walkersville, MD 21793
chshelties@comcast.net

mailto:chshelties@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:chshelties@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cjn456@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cameron Neath
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:40:25 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cameron Neath
Chicago, IL 60626
cjn456@gmail.com

mailto:cjn456@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cjn456@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: missonyxk9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debbie Mahder
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:40:14 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Debbie Mahder
Battle Ground, WA 98604
missonyxk9@msn.com

mailto:missonyxk9@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:missonyxk9@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: leinomarja6@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marja Leino
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:40:09 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Marja Leino
NY 00500
leinomarja6@gmail.com

mailto:leinomarja6@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:leinomarja6@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: jamesthenderson97@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Henderson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:37:47 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
James Henderson
Sun Valley, CA 91352
jamesthenderson97@gmail.com

mailto:jamesthenderson97@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jamesthenderson97@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: lucibellbrown@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pamela Brown
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:37:25 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Pamela Brown
Evansville, WI 53536
lucibellbrown@gmail.com

mailto:lucibellbrown@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lucibellbrown@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: methexx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Creed
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 2:55:19 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Laura Creed
Cambs Pe3 9xt
methexx@hotmail.com

mailto:methexx@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:methexx@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: susana_reid@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susana Reid
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 11:18:46 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Susana Reid
Austin, TX 78748
susana_reid@yahoo.com

mailto:susana_reid@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:susana_reid@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: brittany.freeman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brittany Freeman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 11:18:44 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Brittany Freeman
AB T5y 0j6
brittany.freeman@hotmail.ca

mailto:brittany.freeman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:brittany.freeman@hotmail.ca
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: krummel503@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Rummel
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 7:40:28 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Rummel
Colmar, PA 18915
krummel503@aol.com

mailto:krummel503@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:krummel503@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Donna Campbell
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 9:11:44 PM

Aug 6, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Donna Campbell
14000 Bunratty Dr
Orland Park, IL 60467-7406
sashabear_2004@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:sashabear_2004@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Carole Newsome
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 9:11:43 PM

Aug 6, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Carole Newsome
7211 Emerald Dr
Emerald Isle, NC 28594-3010
jc_caldera@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jc_caldera@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Sharon Kessler
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 7:41:37 PM

Aug 6, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kessler
611 Davidson Dr
Rochester, PA 15074-1205
shaakess@att.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:shaakess@att.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Murawski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 5:11:25 PM

Aug 6, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Murawski
17929 W Spring Lake Dr SE
Renton, WA 98058-0610
kitten98055@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kitten98055@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Steven Kroeger
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:11:10 PM

Aug 6, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Steven Kroeger
29 Benson St
Albany, NY 12206-2304
stevenrolfkroeger@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:stevenrolfkroeger@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jennifer Brandon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 11:11:52 PM

Aug 7, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Brandon
174 Brody Ln
Lexington, NC 27295-8851
rottdoc@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:rottdoc@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: John Filon III
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Wolves
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:16:30 PM

There needs to be more eviction (Death) of the wolves. Enough is enough get them under
control ASAP. They have wiped out our elk. What happen to common sense. Lolo zone, had
8000 elk now less than 800.
Now we are getting a grizzly problem !
Sportsman's pay your wage not the environmentalist. They cost you money
John Filon

mailto:turtleshelltuff@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov
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